
Introductions – Innovative staff attending (introduce all III staff)
For smaller groups, introductions by the library and roles.
Collect attendee names, roles, and contact information for Netsuite.
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- Patron Mobile Apps: Everyone is on a mobile device these days. With Sierra, 
patrons can hold your library’s resources in their hands, 
wherever they are. Our mobile self-service app provides article, print, and eBook 
real-time availability in a single integrated interface. But that’s not all: patrons can 
directly access and checkout the resources from their device. Sierra brings the 
library to patrons’ fingertips. 
- Staff Mobile Access: Feel empowered with the on-the-go capabilities of Sierra 
Mobile Worklists. Our mobile material handling reduces processing time and 
eliminates paper lists; it’s as easy as scanning book barcodes with the camera on 
your device. And that’s just the beginning. Upcoming Sierra Web Circulation will 
also include checkouts, check-ins, renewals, catalog access, and patron account 
management, all accessible via mobile browsers, so you can serve patrons where 
they are: on the floor, in the stacks, or outside the building at library events.
- Superior Staff Experience: Sierra not only matches but also improves upon the 
Millennium experience. With a unified client, faceted results, and additional Create 
List options, staff will save time and energy without the burden of learning a new 
system. Sierra’s simultaneous views and actions mean no more busy records and 
broken transactions, and the web-based user administration means fewer 
headaches for systems administrators. These improvements translate into a more 
scalable solution for individual libraries and consortia. 
- Open, Open, Open: Sierra’s open database provides complete access to your data, 
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greatly expanding your capabilities to analyze trends and usage. Coupled with our 
development of REST APIs, Sierra connects seamlessly to outside systems, thirdparty
providers, and library-developed solutions. The possibilities for expanding the patron, 
librarian, and staff experiences are endless. 
- Stay Current: Sierra is a modern library services solution that is built to evolve with 
technological advancements. Whether providing support for emerging formats, 
breaking down data limits, or utilizing new transaction models, Sierra allows libraries 
to keep pace both today and into the future. Designed for extensibility, flexibility, and 
cloud-optimization, Sierra updates are seamless so you can focus on
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Self-check machines
Sorters
Agresso etc, EDI fact
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